Hotel Safety Solutions

Experience New !

Marble

Restoring

Restoring and protection of:
Stains, mold, decolourization, lime scale

In partnership with

Suitable For:
 Marble





Experience New !

Granite
Slade
Natural stone

Restoring and the right protecting saves a lot !

Replacement of a damaged, stained or dirty area or
object doesn't come cheap. And then you also have
to deal with breakage work: noise, dust, risk of side
damage, disposal costs etc. Hotels have to close the
area for a longer time. Etc.
In Partnership with Stone Care Europ we offer you
over 25 years of experience and core-knowledge in
restoring and protection of marble, granite and
natural stone. We start where other stop.

Hotel Safety Solutions
Hotel Safety Solutions is a professional organization
based in the UAE since 2007, with international
experience in the areas of treatments and natural
stone carewithin the 5-star hotel industry.
Stone Care Euope SRL in Italy is the developer and
producer for over 25 years of various restoring and
protection products and methods for materials as
marble, granite, slide, natural stone etc. All products
are based on the European documented standards.

Saving Time: Many clients are under time pressure:
Hotels are dealing with occupancy, contractors are
dealing with deadlines. HSS provide quick, clean and
affortable services.
Saving money: Restoring saves money comparing to
replacement. The right protection avoids future
damage. New items are much more expensive, loss of
income by closing down of the area, disposals.
Saving annoyance: a damaged, stained or dirty ara
or object can cause annoyance, especially within a
beautifull and well organized environment as 5 star
hotels.
Save breakage work: replacements of fllorings,
walls or items are not always easy. The area has to
get closed for a while, noise, dust, workmen, risk of
side damage etc.
Save the environment: no disposal of damaged
items. HSS is using environment friendly products
only. Restoring and the right protection saves a lot!

Suitable for

Thé marble restoring and treatments with results.





Registered with



Brown water stains in marble by humidity lock-up.
Mold in a humid environment with porous surface.
Colour enhancement for natural, polished and
honed marble and granite.
Salt damp lime scale on polished, rough and
honed textured surfaces.

Jumeirah  Hilton  Rotana  IHG  FRHI / Accor
Marriott/Starwood  Emaar  Hyatt  Rezidor Group

A Few Existing Customers

Restoring and protection of:

Benefits of restoring:












Marble
Granite
Slade
Natrual stone

Clean process: no machines, dust or noise.
Complete tuned products program.
Certified products according to EU standards.
No risk of side damage.

Hotel Safety Solutions

Other Services






Application in situation.

Anti-slip treatments (floorings & tubs)

HQ Middle East - U.A.E.

 +971 50 35 95 640

Slip Risk Assessments

info@hotel-safetysolutions.com

www.hotel-safetysolutions.com

Compliance Certification
3rd Party inspections
Fire Retardant impregnations in situ

U.A.E. (HQ) - The Netherlands - Philippines - Indonesia - Macau - Hong Kong - China - Thailand
Vietnam - Malaysia - Singapore - South Korea

